
Communication 

SOVIET GENETICS 

J
. S. D. BACON'S review of A. G. Morton's book, Soviet Geneticscannot pass unchallenged. The book, as Morton states in his foreword is an introduc�ion �o the subject, and therefore one should not expect itto be as detailed m every part as a less popular treatise would be Nevertheless it presents Michurinism as a general theory, instead of th;hotch-po�ch of separate hypotheses Hudson and Richens made it in19
_
46. This, probably the most important aspect of the book, Baconmisses altogether. 
B�con accuses ,�orton of d

_
is1:1-issing chromosomes as "simply internalorgans �f the cell ? Yet read m its context (p. 54) this description merelyemphasises the contrast wi�h the description "organs of heredity"wrongly used by the Mendehsts. On p. 133 Morton points out: "it isc�e�r. that the complex and highly regulated mitotic mechanism ofdivision ... fulfils some very essential function". 

Bacon also claims that there is confusion between Morton and Lysenko on 
_
the question of the hereditary role of the chromosomes. Morton considers many cases where environmental changes act on theundividing cell in which the chromosomes are most probably not formed and alter some metabolic processes. It is obvious that if in this proces�elements of the future chromosomes are involved some chromosomal cha�ge may 

_
be expected. He nowhere denies that chromosomal material earned over m the germ cells plays a role in the metabolism of the zygote and

_ 
hence affects its heredity. Lysenko, on the other hand, is considerin�

�nvironment acting on dividing cells when the chromosomes are organised, and thus may be affected directly. He rightly agrees that such
�hange� as ma}'." occur affect heredity. There is no confusion here. Eachis lookmg at different aspects of the same fundamental process. Bothwou!d agree that all the material, chromosomal and non-chromosomal,carried over from parent to offspring, determines the various metabolicprocesses of making up its heredity. 

To say af�er all this th�� �orton has "failed to clarify the situation" isa sad reflection on our critic s faculties and can only mean that he regretsMorton . could not supply more detailed analyses of the process ofrneta?ohsm. Yet to say our �owl�dge i� �ncomplete is surely to repeata trmsm hardly
_
wo�th restatmg. Michurmism clearly gives guidance forthe furt�er eluc:dat10n of these problems without the question-beggingassump�10ns which cloy the dogmatic Mendelist of the present day. 

_
The ��portance of Morton's book in providing a clear account of

�ichurim�t th:o�y can hardly be over-estimated. For it is not only anmtroduct10n; it is a very useful reference book which repays carefulstudy. 
R. F. PRICE. 
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Mysl Filozoficzna, issue 2(4) for 1952, 
. which is dedicated to President Bierut 

on the occasion of his 60th birthday, 
contains several articles devoted to 
the natural sciences. Ignacy Zlotowski 
reviews the work of Marie Sld:odowska
Curie and relates it to the philosophical 
attitudes she held as she developed her 
pioneering investigations in collabor
ation with her husband. Her philosophy 
was materialist, but it remained within 
the framework of a positivist objectivism 
which regarded science as something 
above classes. Zlotowski points out 
instructively how the establishment of a 
statistical character in the relations of 
certain phenomena (e.g., the probability 
principle in radio-activity) has been 
seized upon eagerly by non-materialists 
as a denial of causality, and how 
erroneous were such deductions, to which 
the distinguished physicist herself never 
gave assent.-J6zef Hurwic treats of the 
theory of resonance in chemistry, as 
formulated by Pauling, in the light of 
many recent discussions in the Soviet 
Union. What is involved here is an 
attempt to apply quantum theory to the 
problem of molecular structure. Hurwic 
summarises both the physical and philo
sophical reasons why this theory must be 
regarded as inadequate. 

"The Development of the Concept of 
Matter in Physics" by Leopold Infeld 
and Leonard Sosnowski is both historical 
and exploratory in its approach. It 
first traces the rise and triumph of the 
mechanistic trend in physics, through 
the work of Galileo, Newton and Laplace, 
and then shows the challenge offered in 
the trend towards field concepts in the 
work of scientists like Faraday and 
Maxwell. The confusion in early 20th
century physics which engaged Lenin's 
attention, developed out of the encounter 
between these two trends. The mech
anists' particles were such by definition 
that no two could occupy the same space 
at the same time; but two fields were 
found to be able to do precisely that. At 
present the conflict between the two 
views is being reduced, as modern 
physics makes use of both concepts. The 
authors indicate how matter is to be 
viewed if the field concept is the only one 
employed. The general direction of 

thought in physics today may be said 
to be monistic, but the authors conclude 
that "this development is still far from 
its conclusion, and to the extent that we 
become better and more profoundly 
acquainted with material reality, the 
image of it formed in our science will be 
connected more and more closely with 
the concept of the field." 

Two important articles are devoted to 
progressive Polish thinkers in the period 
just before 1848. Anna Sladkowska 
analyses the political views of Edward 
Dembowski (died 1846 at the age of 24), 
and Zygmunt Poniatowski discusses the 
social and philosophical views of Henryk 
Kamienski, Dembowski's cousin. Both 
studies emphasise the class situation 
in Poland as a determinant, and they 
throw into relief the limitations as well 
as the scope and vitality of the patriotic
revolutionary movement of the time, 
based chiefly as it was on the peasant 
ma�ses struggling against feudalism with 
a certain measure of support from the 
lower nobility, the city "plebians," and 
the relatively few industrial workers. 
Reading these authors today, we are 
struck less by the limitations due to 
their period than by the insight they 
manifested on such matters as class 
struggle, expropriation, social revolution, 
and the nature of both patriotism and 
true internationalism ( as opposed to 
chauvinism and cosmopolitanism, 
already recognised and condemned then 
for what they truly are). Kamienski 
foresaw the need for a People's Army 
such as Poland has today. An index of 
his foresight is the fact that "during the 
last war, Kamienski's work entitled 
A People's War became the vade
mecum of the heroes of the French 
Resistance movement. After a hundred 
years!" 

Several shorter essays are devoted 
to special problems. Jan Szczepanski 
analyses the methodology used by Marx 
and Engels in their sociological research: 
books read, evidence collected, question
naires sent out in order to obtain a 
detailed and vivid picture of proletarian 
living conditions. Jakub Litwin's "Re
marks on the Class Consciousness of the 
Proletariat" shows the necessity for both 
practical awareness and for guiding 
theory in this sphere. A contrast is drawn 
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